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Abstract
The past decade has seen a rapid growth of cognitive and brain research focused on visual narratives like comics and picture stories. This paper will summarize and integrate this emerging literature
into the Parallel Interfacing Narrative-Semantics Model (PINS Model)—a theory of sequential
image processing characterized by an interaction between two representational levels: semantics and
narrative structure. Ongoing semantic processes build meaning into an evolving mental model of a
visual discourse. Updating of spatial, referential, and event information then incurs costs when they
are discontinuous with the growing context. In parallel, a narrative structure organizes semantic
information into coherent sequences by assigning images to categorical roles, which are then embedded within a hierarchic constituent structure. Narrative constructional schemas allow for specific predictions of structural sequencing, independent of semantics. Together, these interacting levels of
representation engage in an iterative process of retrieval of semantic and narrative information, prediction of upcoming information based on those assessments, and subsequent updating based on discontinuity. These core mechanisms are argued to be domain-general—spanning across expressive
systems—as suggested by similar electrophysiological brain responses (N400, P600, anterior negativities) generated in response to manipulation of sequential images, music, and language. Such similarities between visual narratives and other domains thus pose fundamental questions for the
linguistic and cognitive sciences.
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1. Introduction
Sequential images span across human history and cultures from cave paintings, tapestries, and scrolls to visual narratives like contemporary comics and picture stories
(McCloud, 1993; Petersen, 2011). The perceived transparency of understanding visual
narratives has made them a popular experimental stimulus for cognitive scientists investigating many domains. Yet various healthy individuals who have little experience with
graphics cannot construe meaning across drawn sequential images (Byram & Garforth,
1980; Fussell & Haaland, 1978; Liddell, 1997; Nu~nez & Cooperrider, 2013), implying
that this ability does not rely on basic, universal perceptual processes alone (Berliner &
Cohen, 2011; Magliano & Zacks, 2011; McCloud, 1993). How then do we comprehend a
sequence of images?
This question has only recently begun to be examined in the cognitive sciences, where
an emerging literature has contributed to better understanding visual narrative comprehension. This paper integrates this literature into a processing theory—the Parallel Interfacing Narrative-Semantics Model (PINS Model)—for the comprehension of sequential
narrative images. This account will thus provide a framework for how comprehenders
process the content of image sequences unit by unit using the representations posited in
theories of visual narrative (Cohn, 2013b, 2015). The focus here will be on wordless
visual narratives, though the basic mechanisms in principle should extend to multimodal
visual narratives, albeit with additional mechanisms for the complexity that arises from
such interactions (Cohn, 2016b). Thus, this work may inform the processing of film
(Amini, Riche, Lee, Hurter, & Irani, 2015; Barnes, 2017; Cohn, 2016a), textual discourse
(Fallon & Baker, 2016; Versluis, 2017), and their multimodal interactions (Gernsbacher,
1990; Magliano, Loschky, Clinton, & Larson, 2013).
The essence of the PINS Model is that sequential image comprehension combines
processing across two representational levels of semantics and a narrative structure in a
parallel architecture (Cohn, 2016b). Both of these components involve forward-looking
and backward-looking mechanisms (Friederici, 2011; Hagoort, 2005, 2014; Jackendoff,
2002; Kuperberg, 2013) here characterized as access, prediction, and updating. These
broader mechanisms pervade both representational levels of semantic and narrative
structures. A sketch of this model is provided in Fig. 1. Such core mechanisms are
essential features stressed by most all psychological theories of processing at both the
sentence (Friederici, 2011; Hagoort, 2005; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011) and discourse
levels (Kintsch, 1988; McNamara & Magliano, 2009; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998).
Indeed, they likely reflect domain-general processes that extend across expressive
modalities to language, music, and other domains. We will thus begin by discussing
each representational level, before addressing the implications of this work for domaingenerality and aspects of fluency.
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Fig. 1. Mechanisms operating over representational levels of both semantics and narrative in the processing
of visual narrative sequences. Single-headed arrows represent feedforward and feed-backward connections
within representational levels. Double-headed arrows represent the interfaces between semantic and narrative
processing for different stages.

2. Semantic processing
The processing of meaning in visual narratives negotiates several levels of information,
as outlined by discourse research (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983; McNamara & Magliano,
2009). A narrative’s surface form in verbal or written discourse would be the phonological and syntactic form. In the visual-graphic domain, the surface form would correspondingly be the graphic representation of images (including its layout) and the narrative
structure that orders images into sequences (see below). This surface information links to
encoded representations in semantic memory, which then become activated and incorporated into a situation model—a mental model constructed out of the elements and events
of the progressing scene. This situation model then updates with subsequent information
as the discourse unfolds, with increased costs occurring when an incoming stimulus has
greater discontinuity with the preceding context (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). While surface features generally fade from memory, information in the situation model persists in
memory into the future (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983; Gernsbacher, 1985).
As suggested above, this overall orientation to processing has not been tied to any particular modality, and indeed has been applied to textual discourse (Radvansky & Zacks,
2014; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998), film (Magliano & Zacks, 2011; Radvansky & Zacks,
2014), and wordless visual narratives (Gernsbacher, 1985; Magliano, Kopp, Higgs, &
Rapp, 2016; Magliano, Larson, Higgs, & Loschky, 2015). Below, we further elaborate on
the application of this overall dynamic to the processing of visual narratives, as depicted
in Fig. 2. In particular, the PINS Model derives from observations from studies measuring event-related brain potentials (ERPs), an online measure of the electrical activity of
the human brain as it unfolds in time. ERPs not only provide excellent temporal resolution of direct brain processing, but they often provide insight into functional mechanisms
of processing beyond behavioral measures.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the semantic representational level for visual narratives, where a reader accesses the
semantic information in images, which thereby is incorporated into a situation model of the elements and
events of that scene.

2.1. Access: Semantic memory
The basic unit of a visual narrative is a “panel”—an encapsulated image unit usually
depicting referential and event-based information, often (though not always) with a delineated border. When a reader engages a panel, she must extract its information via the surface structure of the depicted image. This process of information extraction is considered
as a front-end process, contrasted from the back-end processes involved in the building
of a situation model (Loschky, Hutson, Smith, Smith, & Magliano, 2018; Loschky,
Magliano, Larson, & Smith, 2019; Magliano et al., 2013). This decoding involves attentional selection to guide object and scene perception to extract the relevant cues of an
image (Loschky et al., 2018, 2019). In many cases, properties of the images themselves
motivate such cues, as readers by and large focus on the same visual regions of interest
whether images belong to a coherent or scrambled sequence (Foulsham, Wybrow, &
Cohn, 2016).
Nevertheless, most images in visual narratives are created (i.e., drawn) intentionally to
belong to a sequence, and readers in turn are tasked with finding the specific cues relevant
for that context. In doing so, readers seem fairly directed in filtering the relevant content of
a panel’s sequential understanding (Foulsham et al., 2016; Laubrock, Hohenstein, &
K€
ummerer, 2018), and comprehension of sequential images persists even at fairly rapid
exposure (Hagmann & Cohn, 2016; Inui & Miyamoto, 1981). This means that the extraction
of relevant cues must happen quickly and with insight from context (below). These attentional and perceptual processes may be the most modality-specific aspects of processing
sequential images, as subsequent back-end processes appear to be more domain-general
(Cohn, 2013a; Loschky et al., 2018; Magliano, Higgs, & Clinton, in press).
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Attentional selection and extraction thus facilitate which content activates information
in semantic long-term memory. This activated information may include knowledge about
objects and entities (including roles like agents and patients), spatial locations, and events
and actions. It may also include knowledge about specific visual narrative conventions,
like that light bulbs above the head mean inspiration, or knowledge about specific visual
narratives, like that Lucy typically pulls a ball away when Charlie Brown tries to kick it
in Peanuts. In ERPs, access or retrieval of such semantic information is indexed by an
N400 (Fig. 3a), a negative polarity brain response peaking around 400 ms after the onset
of a stimulus, like the appearance of a word or image (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Kutas
& Hillyard, 1980). The N400 is thought to reflect the brain’s default spread of activation
through long-term semantic memory induced by an incoming stimulus—regardless of
modality—relative to the prior activation established by a preceding context (Kuperberg,

Fig. 3. Event-related potentials to manipulation of narrative and/or semantic structures in two experiments:
(a) the N400 elicited by semantic incongruity is insensitive to the presence of narrative structure (Cohn et al.,
2012), while (b) an anterior negativity elicited by narrative patterning is insensitive to the presence of semantic incongruity, though the (c) P600 is modulated by both narrative and semantics (Cohn & Kutas, 2017).
Each graph depicts one electrode site, with (a) being at the midline central point of the scalp (Cz), (b) being
the midline prefrontal (MiPf), and (c) being the midline parietal (MiPf). The x-axis depicts the time course of
processing in milliseconds, while the y-axis depicts amplitude, with negative up. Separation of waves indicates a difference in processing, with relevant epochs highlighted.
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2016; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). Insofar as a prior context may preactivate upcoming
semantic features, it may thus provide a predictive state of availability for incoming bottom-up information.
Within single images, the N400 has been observed to the recognition of visual objects
(Viggiano & Kutas, 1998) or faces (Olivares, Iglesias, & Bobes, 1999). Incongruous
aspects of scenes also modulate the N400, such as when unexpected objects appear within
a scene, like soccer players kicking a roll of toilet paper instead of a ball (Ganis & Kutas,
2003; Sauve, Harmand, Vanni, & Brodeur, 2017; V~o & Wolfe, 2013). This N400 to
images may also follow an N300, an additional frontal negativity peaking around 300 ms
which has been taken to reflect the semantic identification or categorization of visual
objects (Draschkow, Heikel, V~
o, Fiebach, & Sassenhagen, 2018; Hamm, Johnson, &
Kirk, 2002; McPherson & Holcomb, 1999).
2.2. Prediction: Semantic expectancies
As context can influence subsequent semantic activation, the sequencing of visual narratives further modulates the N400. As in sentence and discourse processing, the N400 to
images in a sequence is modulated by the degree to which the semantic features of an
incoming stimulus overlap with those activated by its prior context (Kuperberg, 2016;
Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). This means that larger N400s are observed to incongruous
(Amoruso et al., 2013; Cohn, Paczynski, Jackendoff, Holcomb, & Kuperberg, 2012; West
& Holcomb, 2002) or unexpected information in a visual sequence (Amoruso et al.,
2013; Cohn & Kutas, 2015; Reid & Striano, 2008). For example, larger N400s are
evoked by fully semantically incongruous panels compared to incongruities that maintain
semantic associations with prior panels (Cohn, 2012; Cohn et al., 2012), a finding that
also manifests in longer self-paced viewing times and lower comprehensibility ratings
(Cohn, 2012). This effect holds even when crossing modalities: Larger N400s are
observed to incongruous words compared to congruous words which replace the climax
of a visual narrative sequence (Manfredi, Cohn & Kutas, 2017).
This modulation based on sequence occurs because comprehenders make various probabilistically based expectations about the way an incoming image will relate to a prior
and subsequent sequential context. In a spatially juxtaposed narrative, comprehenders
likely maintain a high probability expectancy that the objects/characters and events in
one image will be retained in subsequent images (i.e., a continuity constraint). Also, the
information extraction operating on such continuity is not perceptually trivial: Objects
and events may change in their visual representations across images not only in different
postures or states but also shown with different viewpoints, sizing, framing, or visual
style. Indeed, recognition of such referential continuity appears impaired in populations
with less exposure to visual narratives (Byram & Garforth, 1980; Fussell & Haaland,
1978; Liddell, 1997; N
u~
nez & Cooperrider, 2013).
Within semantic memory, representations already activated should in turn be reactivated with less cost by an incoming image with high semantic feature overlap, which is
why N400 amplitudes become attenuated for images that are congruous with their context
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compared to those that are incongruous. As a reader progresses panel by panel in a coherent narrative sequence, semantic access of each image becomes facilitated as structural
and semantic expectancies are cyclically confirmed relative to what came before (Cohn
et al., 2012; Giglio, Minati, & Boggio, 2013). This buildup is evident in shorter viewing
times and attenuated N400s across each subsequent image in a coherent sequence (Cohn
& Paczynski, 2013; Cohn & Wittenberg, 2015; Cohn et al., 2012; Foulsham et al., 2016;
Giglio et al., 2013). Thus, exposure to a prior congruous context makes subsequent information easier to process.
These back-end semantic processes may in turn affect front-end processing. Although
readers fixate the same basic regions of images in both coherent and scrambled image
sequences, eye movements appear less dispersed to the content of images in meaningful narrative sequences compared to the more widespread fixations in scrambled sequences (Foulsham et al., 2016). That is, a coherent sequential context constrains expectations about
where to look within an image to find the relevant content. Such findings are consistent with
work showing event knowledge guiding eye movements in other domains, such as discourse
(Swets & Kurby, 2016) and event perception (Eisenberg, Zacks, & Flores, 2018). Thus, confirmation of expectancies about a visual narrative sequence feeds back to make information
extraction and the access of semantic memory easier across a sequence. Such facilitation of
semantic information across ordinal position in a sequence occurs across other sequentially
meaningful domains, as it is also observed in discourse processing (Haberlandt, 1980, 1984)
and sentence processing (Van Petten & Kutas, 1991).
As context aids facilitation, semantic access should thus be more demanding at the
start of a sequence where initial information has yet to be established. The discourse literature posits a mechanism of laying a foundation (Gernsbacher, 1985, 1990) to describe
how the basic semantics are established at the outset of a sequence. Evidence for such a
process was initially suggested by slower self-paced reading times at the outset of a textual discourse (e.g., Glanzer, Fischer, & Dorfman, 1984), and indeed, longer self-paced
viewing times have also been observed at the starting panel of visual narratives (Cohn,
2014; Cohn & Paczynski, 2013; Cohn & Wittenberg, 2015; Foulsham et al., 2016). Some
work has speculated that these longer viewing times arise because laying a foundation
demands increased fixations when starting a visual sequence (Loschky et al., 2018). With
a view of semantic access, laying a foundation arises from the cost of retrieving semantic
information with reduced or absent prior context. This may in part manifest in perceptual
processes of attention and extraction (Foulsham et al., 2016), but it may be motivated by
back-end cognitive processes. This is suggested because larger N400 amplitudes appear
to images at the start of a sequence compared with attenuated amplitudes in subsequent
panel positions (Cohn et al., 2012; Giglio et al., 2013), and in such ERP experiments,
participants must make minimal eye movements (since it creates muscle artifact). In addition, larger amplitude N400s are similarly observed to the first words of a sentence,
which also become attenuated across ordinal position (Van Petten & Kutas, 1991). This
domain-general N400 attenuation suggests that costs of processing at the outset of a
sequence are not a facet of narrative/discourse per se, but of accessing semantic information in a sequence more generally.
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In addition, limiting exposure durations to first panels does not impede comprehension
(Hagmann & Cohn, 2016) nor does omitting less semantically informative first panels that
function to absorb such a scene-setting process (Cohn, 2014; Magliano et al., 2016). This
suggests that dedicating time or units to laying a foundation is helpful to processing, but
not essential, which would be consistent with the view that such costs are a consequence
of the default access of semantic information in a sequential context. Also, unexpected
panels at the start of a sequence demand longer viewing times beyond even those to
coherent starting panels, such as in scrambled sequences (Cohn, 2014; Cohn & Wittenberg, 2015; Foulsham et al., 2016). Thus, some images are harder than others to process
even at the start of a sequence, suggesting that longer viewing times reflect an increased
cost of accessing the semantics due to minimal prior context.
This process of facilitation based on upholding continuity may or may not involve the
preactivation of specific representations in memory (DeLong, Troyer, & Kutas, 2014;
Kuperberg, 2016; Kutas, Delong, & Smith, 2011). Rather, contiguous information upholds
a degree of probabalistic predictability, which may involve reactivation, but does not necessarily involve overt predictions. Some content may generate anticipations for “what will
happen next” though, in similar fashion to “predictive inferences” (McKoon & Ratcliff,
1986). Experimental work has suggested that various cues can motivate expectancies for
foreshadowing in the comprehension of films (Magliano, Dijkstra, & Zwaan, 1996), but
most work on prediction implicates more locally constrained processes. For example,
characters in preparatory postures about to carry out a subsequent action (e.g., an agent
reaching back an arm to punch) have been shown to elicit more agreement about their
subsequent actions than the panels of characters who might receive those actions (i.e.,
patients) (Cohn & Paczynski, 2013). These expectancies appear to facilitate subsequent
information, as panels following such preparatory postures are viewed faster than those
following panels of patients (Cohn & Paczynski, 2013), and removing such preparatory
cues lead to neural costs (Cohn, Paczynski, & Kutas, 2017). Such findings are consistent
with other work showing anticipatory processing in event cognition (Eisenberg et al.,
2018; Zacks, Kurby, Eisenberg, & Haroutunian, 2011). Such predictability is thus fairly
local and constrained by specific event-based cues.
Although theories of the N400 have posited a role of feedforward stimulation (Kutas
& Federmeier, 2011), extant work on visual narratives thus far has not shown evidence
of semantic preactivation, as suggested by studies of the N400 in language (van Berkum,
Brown, Zwitserlood, Kooijman, & Hagoort, 2005; Delong, Urbach, & Kutas, 2005;
Szewczyk & Schriefers, 2018). Indeed, in language, the N400 is inversely correlated with
the expectancy of an upcoming word (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011), as measured through
cloze probability (i.e., quantification of what happens next in a sequence, given a prior
context). To the extent that the N400 indexes the same resources in visual narratives as
in language, the PINS Model expects similar probabilistically modulated predictive processing in visual narratives. Investigation of such semantic expectancies could follow
visual analogs of cloze probability (i.e., “what happens next?”), which would be promising for future research both for visual narratives and to test theories of the N400 in a
nonverbal domain.
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2.3. Updating: Situation model revision
As described above, the semantic information accessed in an image sequence must be
integrated into the unfolding sequential representation. This knowledge thus becomes
incorporated into a situation model of the aggregated meaning of a construed discourse
(McNamara & Magliano, 2009; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). While being constructed
during the reading of a visual narrative, a situation model remains held in working memory, but shifts to being stored in episodic long-term memory as its understanding is
retained into the future (Magliano, Kopp, McNerney, Radvansky, & Zacks, 2012). During
online processing, the content of each image triggers an update of the situation model,
involving integration, reanalysis, and/or reorganization of prior information established by
the preceding context. As a result, greater updating occurs with greater discontinuity of
the incoming information given the preceding context (Huff, Meitz, & Papenmeier, 2014;
Magliano & Zacks, 2011). For example, updating of situational changes may occur across
dimensions of characters, spatial locations, or event information, as posited by theories of
visual and verbal narrative (Bateman & Wildfeuer, 2014; Hoeks & Brouwer, 2014; Huff
& Schwan, 2012; Magliano, Miller, & Zwaan, 2001; Saraceni, 2016; Stainbrook, 2016;
Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). Because a situation model is always being built in reference
to a progressing (visual) discourse, such updating processes occur iteratively at each unit
of a (visual) discourse, not just to incongruities. These mappings may be incremental in
nature (Huff et al., 2014; Kurby & Zacks, 2012), but when they become untenable, there
may be a shift to a new situation model (Gernsbacher, 1990; Loschky et al., 2019;
McNamara & Magliano, 2009; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998).
In ERPs, updating processes are associated with the P600 (Fig. 3c), a positivity typically peaking 600 ms after the onset of a word or image with a posterior distribution
across the scalp. Although P600s were first associated with syntactic processing (Hagoort,
Brown, & Groothusen, 1993; Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992) (elaborated below), evidence
of their elicitation by both structural and semantic violations has led to a broad interpretation of P600s as indexing an updating, integration, and/or reanalysis processes triggered
by an incoming discontinuity with a prior context (Brouwer, Crocker, Venhuizen, &
Hoeks, 2016; Brouwer & Hoeks, 2013; Kuperberg, 2013, 2016; Van Petten & Luka,
2012). Such an interpretation is also consistent with arguments linking the P600 to other
positivities associated with mental model updating (Donchin & Coles, 1988; King &
Kutas, 1995).
In visual sequences, P600s have been observed in both congruous and incongruous circumstances, supporting the idea that updating persists continuously across each image in a
sequence, with increased situational change demanding greater updating (Cohn & Kutas,
2015; Magliano & Zacks, 2011). Both congruous and incongruous character changes
between panels elicit P600s (Cohn & Kutas, 2015, 2017). They have also been observed to
alterations of the semantic cues signifying events in visual narratives, such as the explicitness of event structures (Cohn & Kutas, 2015) or omission or reversal of motion lines that
depict the trajectory of path actions (Cohn & Maher, 2015). Such findings align with P600s
observed to the updating of referential and inferential information in discourse (Ferretti,
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Rohde, Kehler, & Crutchley, 2009; Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2005) and with P600s
observed to manipulations of real-world visual events, outside the context of narratives
(Amoruso et al., 2013; Sitnikova, Holcomb, & Kuperberg, 2008). Indeed, other measures of
event perception have similarly implicated processes of mental model updating (Papenmeier, Boss, & Mahlke, 2018; Zacks, Speer, Swallow, Braver, & Reynolds, 2007). Thus,
the P600 appears to index a backward-looking process of updating a mental model given the
degree to which an incoming signal aligns with a prior context.
Additional revision of a situation model may occur when information is missing in the
surface structure of visual cues, thus demanding an inference. For example, if a boxer is
shown reaching back to punch, and then, his opponent is shown on the ground (i.e., if Fig. 4
omitted the third panel), an inference will be required to understand its cause as a knockout
punch. Inferences have long been a focus of discourse research on situation models (McNamara & Magliano, 2009) and are a primary aspect of theories of visual narratives (McCloud,
1993; Saraceni, 2016). In the processing of visual narratives, P600s have been observed in
inferential contexts involving backward-looking situational discontinuity, such as constructing a spatial inference out of disparate characters (Cohn & Kutas, 2017), or to the

Fig. 4. Visual sequences showing (a) canonical narrative schema in Visual Narrative Grammar, and (b)
schema combined in hierarchic constituent structures.
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differential activity between a panel with inexplicit event information and a subsequent
image which resolves that event-based inference (Cohn & Kutas, 2015).
Inferential demand may also trigger sustained late negativities, thought to index working memory processes, such as searching through a mental model to resolve inferential or
referential ambiguities (van Berkum, 2009; Hoeks & Brouwer, 2014). Such negativities
have been observed to event-based inferences in visual narratives, such as to panels following an event that is omitted from a scene (Cohn & Kutas, 2015). Behavioral research
has similarly implicated inferential processing by longer viewing times to panels following the position of omitted event information (Cohn & Wittenberg, 2015; Hutson,
Magliano, & Loschky, 2018; Magliano et al., 2015, 2016), and these longer viewing
times appear to be modulated by working memory demands (Magliano et al., 2015). Such
an effect is again consistent with findings from language of sustained frontal negativities
working to build inferred event information (Baggio, van Lambalgen, & Hagoort, 2008;
Bott, 2010; Paczynski, Jackendoff, & Kuperberg, 2014; Wittenberg, Paczynski, Wiese,
Jackendoff, & Kuperberg, 2014). Thus, inference generation incurs costs for updating a
situation model for information that is not explicitly depicted in a narrative.

3. Narrative processing
The story so far is that the processing of visual narratives involves assessing the basic
semantics of images, which lead to predictions related to its contiguity with a sequential
context, and this information is then incorporated into a growing situation model. Integration of this information depends on the congruity of an image and its context, and this
knowledge can potentially feed back on basic semantic processing, as the process repeats.
Thus, the access-updating cycle iteratively occurs at each unit of a sequence (Brouwer &
Hoeks, 2013; Brouwer et al., 2016). Overall, this process should be consistent with linguistic models of discourse (Kintsch, 1988; McNamara & Magliano, 2009; Zwaan &
Radvansky, 1998), and with basic mechanisms described at both sentence and discourse
levels of processing (van Berkum, 2012; Friederici, 2011; Hagoort, 2005; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Kutas, Kluender, Barkley, & Amsel, 2017).
Nevertheless, these mechanisms alone are not sufficient to account for the processing
of visual narrative sequences. First, in that semantic processes for (visual) narratives
involve domain-general process of mental model construction—not tied to any particular
expressive modality—they are mostly consistent with those described as operating on discourse (Gernsbacher, 1990; Kintsch, 1988; McNamara & Magliano, 2009) and event cognition (Loschky et al., 2018, 2019; Radvansky & Zacks, 2014). This means that nothing
per se about these mechanisms limit them to the understanding of narratives. Nevertheless, we recognize that everyday events differ from those packaged in narrative contexts.
Thus, some nontrivial cognitive structure must allow us to distinguish narratives from
everyday experiences.
Second, on this point, parts of a visual narrative sequence play discernable roles from
each other within a narrative context—panels that set up actions function differently in a
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sequence than those that depict the climax (Cohn, 2014). Indeed, narrative roles have
been characterized as far back as Aristotle (Butcher, 1902), and narrative theories generally show convergence on identifying such roles (Brewer, 1985; Cohn, 2013b; Cutting,
2016). Visual narratives also use a wide range of identifiable sequencing patterns (Bateman, 2007; Branigan, 1992; Cohn, 2015, in press), which appear to differ cross-culturally
in their frequency (Cohn, in press). Neither relative narrative roles nor sequencing patterns occur in everyday events, again warranting a system that encodes such entrenched
knowledge.
Third, semantic processing alone cannot account for various relations between panels
beyond image-to-image juxtapositions (Magliano & Zacks, 2011; McCloud, 1993; Saraceni, 2016; Stainbrook, 2016). As in sentences, units in a visual narrative can involve
long-distance connections between nonjuxtaposed images, including center-embedded
“clauses” (Cohn, 2013b). Some sequences may be ambiguous, where a single structural
sequence has multiple interpretations and/or parsings (Cohn, 2010b, 2015), or may depict
complex semantic relations like metaphor, which may not be motivated by an event structure (Cohn, 2010a; Tasic & Stamenkovic, 2015). In addition, the same general meaning
can be expressed in multiple different ways that vary what is shown when and how
(Brewer & Lichtenstein, 1981; Cohn, 2013b, 2015; McCloud, 1993)—warranting a system separate from meaning to allow such differences in presentation. Such phenomena
require more than just monitoring perceptuo-semantic changes.
Finally, semantic processes rely on general functions which do not account for patterned differences between narrative systems. Yet visual narratives do systematically differ across cultures and time periods (Cohn, 2013a, in press; Cohn, Pederson, & Taylor,
2017), and readers process these patterns differently based on their frequency of exposure
(Cohn & Kutas, 2017). In order for constructs to deviate cross-culturally, and for readers
of those constructs to process them differently, these patterns must be encoded in longterm memory beyond just online tracking of discontinuity, which posits no stored representations.
Altogether, these observations necessitate a visual narrative structure that goes beyond
semantic processing alone. Where the PINS Model describes the processes at work in
comprehending sequential images, the theory of Visual Narrative Grammar (VNG)
describes the representations that undergo those processes. VNG argues that a combinatorial structure runs parallel to semantic processing, which functions to organize this meaningful information into comprehendible sequences. The situation model is the constructed
understanding of a (visual) narrative’s meaning, but a narrative grammar guides how that
meaning is conveyed sequentially. Thus, while the information in the situation model
should persist in memory (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983; Gernsbacher, 1985), the narrative
grammar should not, nor may it be as consciously apparent as the semantics of a
sequence (Cohn & Bender, 2017; Cohn et al., 2012).
This narrative grammar operates on sequential images using similar architectural principles as a syntactic structure in sentences. Like syntax, narrative grammar assigns image
units to categorical roles, and then organizes them using a constituent structure guided by
constructional schemas. Narrative grammar operates at a higher level of semantics than in
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sentences though, closer to the level of a discourse structure, since most images contain
more information than individual words (Cohn, 2013b, 2015). Nevertheless, the basic
principles of structure maintain in both syntax and narrative: Categorical roles are organized in schematic structures that allow for distance dependencies, structural ambiguities,
and other complex patterns (Cohn, 2013b, 2015).
In that VNG makes an analogy with grammatical structure, it has similarities to previous grammars posited for stories (Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Rumelhart, 1975) or film
(Carroll, 1980; Colin, 1995). However, VNG attempts to account for several of the critiques leveled at these prior comparisons between narrative and syntactic structure (de
Beaugrande, 1982; Black & Wilensky, 1979; Garnham, 1983). Previous story grammars
used phrase structure rules, based on early models of generative grammar (Chomsky,
1965), but were critiqued for characterizing semantics, not grammar (de Beaugrande,
1982; Black & Wilensky, 1979). Such limitations may have been related to many story
grammars being operationalized through memory tasks, where semantic information is
retained but structure is not (de Beaugrande, 1982).
VNG addresses these critiques in several ways. First, VNG is based on sequencing
schema stored in memory, modeled after construction grammars (Culicover & Jackendoff, 2005; Goldberg, 1995). Here, sequencing patterns are encoded in long-term memory
along with interface rules mapping to an unambiguously parallel structure of semantics
(Cohn, 2013b, 2015). Unlike with generative procedural rules, stored schema use “unification” as a combinatorial mechanism (Hagoort, 2005, 2016; Jackendoff, 2002), which is
the process of constructing larger structures by assembling pieces of structure stored in
memory, given context. Unlike story grammars, VNG also posits additional schema that
elaborate or modify the canonical order (Cohn, 2013b, 2015), as discussed below, and
potentially other idiosyncratic patterns analogous to syntactic constructions and idioms
(Cohn, 2013a). These constructs have not been based on memory tasks, but rather online
measures of (neuro)cognition, which in some cases align with mechanisms found in syntactic processing, as discussed below.
3.1. Access: Narrative categories
3.1.1. Theory
Within VNG, panels are assigned categorical roles for how they function within a
sequence. There are four core narrative categories. Establishers (E) set up the referential
entities in an interaction, often as a passive state. For example, in Fig. 4a, the Establisher
simply depicts two boxers, without any actions. Initials (I) then mark the beginning of
narrative tension, prototypically an “about to” event like the preparatory action and/or a
source of a path, like the reaching back to punch of the boxer in Fig. 4a. A Peak (P)
depicts the climax of the sequence, such as a completed or interrupted action and/or goal
of a path, like the boxer’s punch in Fig. 4a. Finally, a Release (R) dissipates the narrative
tension, prototypically mapped to a semantic coda or aftermath of an action. In Fig. 4a,
this comes with one boxer standing victorious over the other. Other categories expand on
these core states (see Cohn, 2013b).
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Narrative categories are in part assigned by panels’ internal semantic cues (Fig. 1),
and certain cues license prototypical mappings to particular narrative roles. For example,
a preparatory action like reaching back to punch (as in panel 2 of Fig. 4) would map prototypically to an Initial. However, semantic cues alone do not determine narrative categories, which can also be influenced by a panel’s distribution in a sequence. This
relationship is similar to syntactic categories in sentences (like nouns, verbs), which have
prototypical correspondences with semantics (like objects, events), but ultimately are
defined by their context in a sentence: for example, the word dance, which is semantically an event, can be either a noun (the dance) or verb (they dance) depending on context. Similarly, narrative categories balance this relationship between semantic content
and sequence context (Cohn, 2013b, 2014), as elaborated below.
Narrative categories may also facilitate aspects of semantic processing. Establishers at
the outset of a sequence may aid a comprehender with the greater demand of sematic
access at the outset of a sequence (laying a foundation). This narrative category thus “absorbs the cost” of increased semantic processing with a unit that prototypically contains
minimal event information, and indeed is fairly expendable (Cohn, 2014; Hagmann &
Cohn, 2016). Releases may have a similar function for “wrap up” processing at the end
of a narrative sequence (Cohn, 2014; Cohn & Wittenberg, 2015; Foulsham et al., 2016).
Releases are also fairly expendable, but sequences missing them are deemed less comprehensible (Cohn, 2014).
3.1.2. Evidence for narrative categories
If they did not play narrative roles, we would expect panels to have uniform tendencies
across a sequence, modulated only by the degree of (dis)continuity between them. In such
a case, meaningful relations alone should distinguish panels, such as those that start a
sequence incurring greater cost, where laying a foundation motivates greater access. In
contrast, if panels function as categories, consistent and different behaviors should distinguish them from each other. A variety of tasks have implicated such varied tendencies.
First, some panels are recognized as more or less essential to a sequence. When participants are asked to omit panels from a sequence, they consistently choose to delete “peripheral” categories (Establishers, Releases) more often than “core” categories (Peaks,
Initials) (Cohn, 2014). A complementary task asked participants to recognize where a
panel had been deleted from a sequence, and here, the “core” categories were more accurately recognized as missing (Cohn, 2014; Magliano et al., 2016). Thus, panels vary in
their importance in a sequence.
Panels also vary in the flexibility of their positioning in a sequence. In tasks asking
participants to arrange unordered panels, some panel content can play multiple roles in a
sequence, while others are less able to be rearranged. For example, panels acting as
Establishers and Releases can be displaced more than other categories, and these panels
do not vary in viewing times when their positions become reversed (Cohn, 2014). In contrast, Initials and Peaks are less flexible in their positioning in a sequence and incur costs
when displaced in a sequence. Peaks moved to the start of a sequence evoke viewing
times longer than other categories. This implies that laying a foundation at the start of a
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sequence is not a uniform process, but modulated by expectations of what kinds of information start sequences. Finally, brain responses differ to panels that violate narrative category expectations compared to those that are congruous (Cohn, 2012; Cohn & Kutas,
2015). Overall, these findings support that panels do not behave in uniform ways in a
sequence, and that narrative categories are differentiated by distributional behaviors.
3.2. Prediction: Narrative constituents
3.2.1. Theory
Narrative categories do not just characterize isolated panel types, but rather are embedded in a canonical narrative schema, as in Table 1a. This canonical narrative schema
places narrative categories in a preferred order, encoded as a pattern in memory, in line
with construction grammar (Culicover & Jackendoff, 2005; Goldberg, 1995).
Several studies provide evidence that readers distinguish between canonical and
noncanonical narrative sequences. Canonical sequences are easier to reconstruct and are
rated as more comprehensible than noncanonical sequences, and panels in canonical order
are viewed at shorter viewing times than those out of order (Cohn, 2014). In addition, the
rates at which participants recognize and omit categories from sequences follow the general “shape” of the narrative schema: Peaks are most necessary, followed by Initials, and
then Releases and Establishers (Cohn, 2014). Similarly, participants’ conscious segmentation of a visual sequence follows the canonical schema’s preferences, with placement of
a segmental break being most likely prior to an Establisher, which typically starts a segment, then descending in likelihood along the canonical schema (E > I > P > R), and
the reverse preferences prior to a segmentation (Cohn & Bender, 2017).
Since categories inherently belong to a narrative schema, such roles may thus be influenced by their sequence context, beyond just semantic content. This means that narrative
categories can depict semantic content that may not conform to the prototypical mappings. For example, a panel may still be categorized as an Initial if it depicts an ongoing
process (like running) and not a preparatory event if it is placed between an Establisher
and a Peak, as supported by the order of the schema. Or a panel depicting a passive event
may play a role either as an Establisher or Release, depending on placement at the start
or end of a sequence (Cohn, 2014).
Nevertheless, prototypical interfaces between semantic content and a narrative schema
mean that a well-formed narrative can be satisfied without maintaining semantic coherence between panels. As in Fig. 5a, a couple sitting on a couch passively could be an
Establisher. A preparatory action (reaching back to punch) could map to an Initial, while
a subsequent totally unrelated climactic action (a building blowing up) would fulfill a
Table 1
Basic constructional patterns in Visual Narrative Grammar
(a) Canonical narrative schema
(b) Conjunction schema
(c) Head-modifier schema

[Phase
[Phase
[Phase

X
X
X

(Establisher) – (Initial) – Peak – (Release)]
X1 - X2 -. . . Xn]
(Modifier) – X – (Modifier)]
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Peak, followed by another unrelated Release of the response to an action (a dog hiding).
As in Fig. 5b, the semantic cues would provide bottom-up mappings to narrative categories, and the top-down Establisher-Initial-Peak-Release sequence would be narratively
well-formed, thus satisfying structural predictions and revision (discussed below). However, the accessed semantic information between panels would remain semantically incoherent. Such sequences are analogous to syntax-only sentences like Colorless green ideas
sleep furiously (Chomsky, 1965), which has a well-formed syntax without semantic connections between words.
In research on these “narrative only” sequences, participants’ ratings have confirmed
that both whole sequences and panel-to-panel bigrams are meaningfully incoherent. This
incoherence makes semantic access just as difficult across panels in narrative only
sequences as in a scrambled sequence of images, indexed by the N400 (Fig. 3a). However, the well-formedness of the narrative grammar confers an advantage beyond scrambled sequences: Response times to target panels in narrative only sequences are faster

Fig. 5. (a) An example sequence with a well-formed narrative structure but no semantic relations between
panels, and (b) a diagram of its processing across narrative and semantic representational levels. Semantic
cues provide adequate mappings to categories, which are correctly ordered into the narrative schema. Yet the
activated semantic information maintains no relations between panels.
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than to those in scrambled sequences, despite no difference in the N400 amplitudes that
they evoke (Cohn et al., 2012). Since the N400 is not sensitive to the narrative, despite
that structure aiding in response times, it indicates that the narrative grammar operates on
a separate representational level than semantics.
Within VNG, the canonical narrative schema can apply categorical roles both to panels
and to other phases made up by groupings of panels. Consider Fig. 4b, which expands
the narrative from Fig. 4a, by adding only two panels after the first Peak. Now, the surface structure is E-I-P-I-P-R, which on its own is not a “legal” sequence of categories.
However, panels now form groupings, where the basic narrative schema appears at both
the surface level of panels (within constituents) and at a higher level of structure (across
constituents). In this case, the first constituent plays the role of an Initial, which sets up a
subsequent Peak of the defeated boxer slipping—itself built of an Initial (first boxer
reaching back again) and a Peak (second boxer collapsing). The Peak of each constituent
acts as its “head,” meaning that it motivates the internal structure of that constituent, and
in turn motivates the constituent level categories (Cohn, 2013b, 2015). That means that
the second Peak—which heads a Peak constituent—is the main event of the sequence.
Arcs are a node that plays no other role in the sequence, often the topmost node. As narrative schemas are recursive, these structures can thus climb to high levels, including
whole plotlines, which then consist of multiple subnarrative constituents.
VNG also differs from other formal models of narrative in that it posits additional
schemas that elaborate or modify the canonical narrative schema. For example, a conjunction schema repeats a narrative category within a constituent of that same type
(Table 1b), similar to the way that conjunction in syntax repeats words within a phrase of
that type (e.g., conjoined nouns form a noun phrase: [NP [N salt] and [N pepper]]). Conjunction may manifest in different mappings to semantics. For example, EnvironmentalConjunction uses panels showing various characters at the same narrative state, where the
broader spatial location must then be inferred (Fig. 6a). Other types of conjunction depict
parts of a character to imply the whole, parts or iterations of actions, or various elements
connected by a broader semantic field (Cohn, 2015). Additional modification may use a
panel that zooms in on the contents of another panel (a Refiner), which establishes a
head-modifier relationship (Table 1c), as depicted in Fig. 6b.
Thus, VNG posits that three basic sequencing patterns operate in sophisticated visual
narrative systems (canonical phase, conjunction, head-modifier). Together, these schema
can combine to create substantial complexity to visual narrative sequencing (Cohn,
2015), and sometimes these combinations constitute stored patterns of their own (Cohn,
In press). For example, successive conjunctions can interweave multiple narrative tracks
(Cohn, 2015), as in “parallel-cutting” described in film (Bateman & Schmidt, 2012;
Buckland, 2000; Carroll, 1980). In addition, because VNG is a construction grammar, it
allows for other idiosyncratic constructions which may not be captured by these abstract
schemas (Cohn, 2013a; Cohn & Kutas, 2015).
Several hypotheses arise from VNG’s encoding of schematic structures in memory.
First, segmentation arises from the combination of these schemas, with boundaries at the
breaks between narrative constituents. Second, schematic ordering should allow for
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forward-looking predictions. Third, sequencing of categories that do not uphold schematic
constraints should trigger a structural revision.
3.2.2. Structural predictions
As narrative categories are encoded in memory within a canonical narrative schema,
incoming category information can instigate structural predictions of subsequent category
information. This type of prediction is not about what type of semantic event might occur
(as in predictive inference), but rather what narrative structure may probabilistically come
next given the sequencing schemas. Such probabilistic predictions may thus be sensitive
to the order of categories from the canonical schema and/or the patterns of various narrative constructions (Cohn, 2015, In press), and they may be modulated the familiarity with
those patterns given the visual narratives a comprehender reads (Cohn & Kutas, 2017).
Schematic ordering would thus predict that the boundaries between segments occur when

Fig. 6. Modifying schema in VNG applied to Fig. 4a using (a) a conjunction schema which repeats narrative
categories within a node (here Establishers) and (b) a head-modifier schema which elaborates on a “head”—
here an Initial modified by a Refiner.
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panel relations do not conform to the canonical sequence. For example, a Peak-Initial
order of a panel bigram confounds the sequencing in the canonical narrative schema
(Table 1a), and thus, this bigram should cue a break in constituent structure, as in Fig. 7.
Note that this contrasts with discourse models which argue that “segmentation boundaries” are triggered on the basis of semantic discontinuity, like changes in location or
characters (Gernsbacher, 1990; Magliano & Zacks, 2011; Radvansky & Zacks, 2014). In
the PINS Model, situational discontinuity may prototypically align with narrative breaks,
hence the mapping between narrative constituents and semantic expectancies in Fig. 1
(Cohn & Bender, 2017; Cohn, Jackendoff, Holcomb, & Kuperberg, 2014; Hagmann &
Cohn, 2016), but changes in meaning do not necessarily trigger the breaks themselves.
Work examining the breaks between segments in visual narratives has long used “segmentation tasks” which ask participants to mark where one segment ends and another
begins. Participants have shown consistent intuitions for how to segment visual narratives
into constituents (Cohn & Bender, 2017; Gernsbacher, 1985; Magliano et al., 2012), and
because such segmentations often align with situational change, a causal relationship was
assumed (Gernsbacher, 1990; Magliano & Zacks, 2011). However, when included into
analyses, narrative category information is more predictive of segmentation than situational change (Cohn & Bender, 2017). Indeed, these preferences follow the order of a
canonical narrative schema: Categories starting the schema (Establisher, Initial) are more
predictive of beginning a new segment than categories ending the schema (Peak,
Release). Such work implies that juxtaposition of noncanonical categories signal constituent boundaries, whether or not they align with situational changes.
If noncanonical orders of categories provide cues for constituent boundaries, the narrative
schema should also provide predictions for the order of categories within a constituent. Thus,
if a comprehender identifies a panel as an Initial, it carries a structural prediction that the subsequent image will be a Peak. Similarly, if they view a Peak or Release, a subsequent image

Fig. 7. Illustration of the narrative representational level of sequential images, where semantic cues in images
map to categorical roles, which in term sponsor predictions based on a schematic order (in blue), and are
thereby revised in the face of incoming information.
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should start a new constituent. Such forward-looking predictions have been implicated by
results of an experiment where blank “disruption panels” were inserted within or between
the narrative constituents of a visual sequence. Measuring ERPs, disruptions within constituents evoked larger anterior negativities than disruptions between constituents (Cohn
et al., 2014). As a larger negativity appeared to disruptions within the first constituent compared to between. . .constituents, these disruptions occurred prior to the constituent break,
thereby preceding any possible discontinuity caused by crossing a constituent boundary.
Thus, segmentation cannot rely solely on backward-looking processes based on discontinuity
of meaning, but must involve forward-looking structural expectations (Cohn et al., 2014).
In ERP research of visual narratives, anterior negativities (Fig. 3b), often with a leftward or bilateralized distribution, appear to index the cost of combinatorial processing of
the narrative grammar (Cohn & Kutas, 2017; Cohn et al., 2012, 2014). Similar anterior
negativities have been shown to violations of expectancies and combinatorial processing
in language (Friederici, 2011; Neville, Nicol, Barss, Forster, & Garrett, 1991; Yano,
2018) and music (Koelsch, Gunter, Wittfoth, & Sammler, 2005; Patel, 2003). Anterior
negativities in visual narratives appear to be insensitive to situational discontinuity, such
as an incongruous change of characters, but they are sensitive to differences in narrative
patterning (Cohn & Kutas, 2017). This is the reverse of the N400, which is not attenuated
by the presence of narrative structure but is sensitive to semantics (Cohn et al., 2012).
Indeed, panels in sequences with only a narrative grammar but not semantic associations
(described above, also Fig. 5) do not differ in the N400s they evoke compared to those in
scrambled image sequences (Fig. 3a). However, differences between these sequences do
manifest as a left lateralized anterior negativity (Cohn et al., 2012). Such findings suggest
processing that is sensitive to purely combinatorial aspects of a narrative, dissociated
from semantics.
3.3. Updating: Structural revision
When an incoming panel does not conform to the patterns predicted by an activated
narrative schema, an updating process revises this structure. Structural revision should be
warranted when incoming narrative categories contrast the expectations of a schema,
which in turn may signal a change in constituent structure, as forecasted above. For
example, in Fig. 4b, the narrative categories of panels 3 and 4 constitute a bigram of
Peak-Initial. As this order does not occur in the canonical narrative schema (Table 1a), it
should trigger a structural revision whereby a reader ends one constituent and begins
another, along with building the higher level constituent that connects these subordinate
constituents, as in Fig. 7. This updating in narrative processing thus reflects consequences
of building a structure from schematic parts (e.g., “unification”), rather than updating of a
situation model in semantic processing.
In ERPs, structural updating is also indexed by the P600 (Fig. 3c), when associated
with the revision or updating required to integrate an incoming stimulus with prior context (Cohn & Kutas, 2015, 2017; Cohn et al., 2014). Although discussed above with
regard to the updating of semantic information into a situation model, similar P600s have
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been observed for revisions of grammar or its integration with semantic structure
(Brouwer & Hoeks, 2013; Kuperberg, 2013). Indeed, P600s were first observed to errors
in syntactic processing that warranted structural revision (Hagoort et al., 1993; Osterhout
& Holcomb, 1992). Thus, the P600 here is taken to reflect updating processes that could
operate on both structure (narrative) and/or semantics, given the nature of the incoming
information (Brouwer, Fitz, & Hoeks, 2012), again consistent with theories that the P600
is related to more general updating processes (Donchin & Coles, 1988; King & Kutas,
1995; Van Petten & Luka, 2012).
Structural revision should thus occur when incoming category information contrasts
schematic expectations. For example, P600s appear to panels after incongruous violations
of narrative categories, but not after violations of semantic associations, despite both
being followed by longer self-paced viewing times (Cohn, 2012). In addition, as discussed above, situation model updating is required of inference generation, as suggested
by P600s and/or longer viewing times required to understand images following the omission of event information (Cohn & Kutas, 2015; Cohn & Wittenberg, 2015; Magliano
et al., 2015, 2016). In such cases, the narrative structure often uses an Initial panel followed by a Release, forcing the climactic content of the missing Peak to be inferred.
However, when comparing sequences where a Peak is omitted versus one where it
remains present—even when inference generation is held constant—larger P600s are
evoked by panels following deleted Peaks (Cohn & Kutas, 2015). In such cases, the P600
results from the disconfirmation of expecting a Peak but getting a Release, and needing
to revise the structure, not just the inference generation.
As discussed, confounded predictions of constituent boundaries should also trigger
structural revision. Such processes are implicated by P600s evoked by ill-formed groupings of constituent structure (Cohn et al., 2014) or by unexpected narrative constructions
(Cohn & Kutas, 2017). In addition, longer viewing times have been observed to panels
following constituent breaks and to panels both immediately and several panels after disruptions of constituents (Cohn, 2012). Thus, the incoming segmental structure of a narrative sequence must be reanalyzed if it contrasts the established structural predictions, and
such reanalysis may have further downstream effects on the processing of a sequence.

4. Narrative–semantics interfaces
Altogether, the PINS Model posits that representational levels of semantics and narrative structure combine with each other in the comprehension of visual narrative
sequences. Such parallel processing is implicated in that the electrophysiological
responses indexing semantic processing (N400) are insensitive to narrative structure
(Cohn et al., 2012), while those indexing combinatorial processing of narrative are insensitive to semantic discontinuity (Cohn & Kutas, 2017). Moreover, these neurocognitive
responses appear to have a similar time course (~300–900 ms), thus implying parallel
mechanisms. The PINS Model further suggests various points of interface between these
levels of representation.
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First, since narrative categories may be cued by bottom-up semantic information within
individual images, an interface exists between the initial stages in each of the representational levels, as in the gray double-headed arrows in Fig. 1. Such connections predict prototypical correspondences between particular semantic content and narrative category
assignment (Cohn, 2012), such as preparatory actions corresponding to narrative Initials.
However, as discussed above, semantic content is not determinative of narrative categories, as similar content can play multiple roles in a sequence depending on position
(Cohn, 2014).
A second point of interface is between semantic expectancies and the predictions generated by narrative constituent structures, which, when violated, leads to the interface in the
updating of a situation model and revision of a narrative structure. As discussed, prior work
has taken semantic discontinuity between discourse units as a signal for the break between
narrative constituents (Gernsbacher, 1990; Magliano & Zacks, 2011; Radvansky & Zacks,
2014). In the PINS Model, semantic relations between panels interface both between and
across narrative constituent structures, but they do not necessarily motivate those narrative
relationships. Indeed, certain holistic constituents in VNG may be characterized by discontinuity, such as Environmental-Conjunction (Fig. 6a), a construction composed of panels that
change between characters (Cohn, 2013b, 2015). In cases where discontinuity and constituent
breaks do align, the updating of a situation model would co-occur with the revision of a narrative structure, thus marking the interface at the third “updating” tier of Fig. 1.
While semantic discontinuity is a predictor of narrative segmentation, it is less predictive
than bigrams disallowed by the canonical narrative schema, such as the Peak-Initial bigram
in Figs. 4a and 7, which cue the break between constituents (Cohn & Bender, 2017). Participants are also better at discriminating whether panels have been switched in position across
constituents than between constituents—and even better for nonadjacent than adjacent
switched panels—suggesting that violating the well-formedness of constituents matters more
than just adjacent discontinuity (Hagmann & Cohn, 2016). In addition, as discussed above,
brain responses differentiate between disruptions within and between narrative constituents,
prior to viewing a second panel that would signal semantic discontinuity (Cohn et al., 2014).
Altogether, this suggests that, while semantic expectancies and discontinuities may interface
with narrative constituents, they are not dependent on them.
Finally, because narrative categories have a prototypical correspondence to semantic
event structures (i.e., the interfacing arrow in the “access” tier of Fig. 1), and because the
narrative schema allows forward-looking predictions of upcoming narrative categories,
such predictions may facilitate semantic expectancies. For example, if a reader is at an
Establisher, the narrative schema would predict a subsequent Initial (narrative), but this
may thus carry an additional expectancy of a semantic preparatory action (semantics),
given the prototypical correspondence between Initials and event preparations. Thus, the
PINS Model predicts the possibility for event structures to be anticipated on the basis of
their interface with narrative categories, in addition to the semantic expectancies themselves. If supported by future research, this would be consistent with findings in sentence
processing of coherent but violated semantic expectancies when syntactic structure
remains well-formed (e.g., Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012; Wlotko & Federmeier, 2012).
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5. Further implications
In sum, the PINS Model hypothesizes that online processing of visual narrative
sequences combines the representational levels of semantics and narrative structure.
Semantic processing involves assessing cues in images and integrating that information
into a situation model based on expectations established by the continuity of a sequence.
Parallel to this, semantic cues are mapped to narrative categories embedded in a canonical schematic sequence stored in memory. This schema allows structural predictions for
subsequent narrative categories, which, if violated, trigger revision processes. Thus, a narrative grammar interfaces with semantics throughout the online processing of a visual
narrative sequence. In the end, this narrative structure may fade from memory, while a
situation model transfers to episodic long-term memory where the visual narrative’s
meaning persists into the future.
5.1. Domain-generality
Given that narratives appear across modalities, the PINS Model may be applicable
beyond visual sequences specifically. The idea that (semantic) processing mechanisms
extend across modalities has long been assumed by discourse researchers, be it written,
graphic, or filmed narratives (Gernsbacher, 1990; Magliano & Zacks, 2011; Magliano
et al., 2012, in press; Radvansky & Zacks, 2014). Such domain-generality is posited for
narrative grammar, which, although formulated for drawn visual narratives, has been proposed as a domain-general narrative structure, which adapts to the affordances of different modalities (Cohn, 2013b, 2016a). It has thus also been applied to film (Amini et al.,
2015; Cohn, 2016a; Yarhouse, 2017), motion graphics (Barnes, 2017), discourse (Fallon
& Baker, 2016; Versluis, 2017), health communication (Sontag & Barnes, 2017), and
computational generation of narrative (Andrews & Baber, 2014; Kim & Monroy-Hernandez, 2015; Martens & Cardona-Rivera, 2016). How other modalities alter a narrative
grammar or invoke similar processing costs remains an important test of future research.
Neurocognitive aspects of domain-generality are also implicated by visual narrative
research. Specifically, growing evidence points to overlap between the processing mechanisms underlying wordless sequential images and the processing of language. Behavioral
work has implicated similar working memory resources operating between language and
visual narratives in inference generation (Magliano et al., 2015) as well as connections
between verbal and visual narrative segmentation (Magliano et al., 2012) and production
(Johnels, Hagberg, Gillberg, & Miniscalco, 2013), including populations with specific language impairment (Bishop & Adams, 1992; Bishop & Donlan, 2005).
ERP research has also implicated similar neurocognitive responses to manipulations of
both sentences and visual narratives (Fig. 3). It has long been established that the N400
indexes semantic processing across domains (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). As in language,
larger N400s are evoked by anomalous and/or unexpected information in visual events and
visual narratives (Amoruso et al., 2013; Cohn et al., 2012; Sitnikova et al., 2008; West &
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Holcomb, 2002). Furthermore, visual narrative sequences can modulate the N400 effect to
words that replace Peak panels (Manfredi, Cohn, & Kutas, 2017), suggesting cross-modal
semantic resources. In addition, attenuation of N400 effects has been shown to both visual
and verbal narratives in individuals with autism compared to neurotypical controls, implicating similar processing mechanisms across modalities (Coderre et al., 2018).
Combinatorial processing has also been argued to originate in domain-general mechanisms (Corballis, 1991; Hagoort, 2014; Jackendoff, 2011). This was first suggested in
ERPs when violations to musical syntax evoked similar neural responses as linguistic
syntax: anterior negativities and P600s (Koelsch et al., 2005; Patel, 2003). As described
above, ostensibly similar neural responses have been observed to violations of narrative
grammar in sequential images (Cohn & Kutas, 2015, 2017; Cohn et al., 2012, 2014). In
addition, both Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas—brain regions long associated with language processing (Hagoort, 2014)—have been implicated in online visual narrative processing (Cohn & Maher, 2015; Nagai, Endo, & Takatsune, 2007; Osaka, Yaoi,
Minamoto, & Osaka, 2014; Saft et al., 2013) and in tasks using visual narratives with
aphasics (Bihrle, Brownell, Powelson, & Gardner, 1986; Huber & Gleber, 1982).
Altogether, these findings suggest growing evidence for the domain-generality of both
semantic and grammatical processing. As mentioned above, cross-domain processing is
posited by discourse approaches (Gernsbacher, 1990; Magliano & Zacks, 2011; Magliano
et al., 2012, in press; Radvansky & Zacks, 2014); however, these ERPs observed to combinatorial processing do not necessarily index “discourse” processing: Violations to sequential
images appear at a narrative level, while those to syntax in language appear at the sentence
level. Yet the electrophysiological responses for processing sentences, discourse, and visual
narratives appear to be similar regardless of the “level” of processing. This implies that such
similarities are not just constrained to parallel levels of information processing—that is,
visual narrative corresponding to verbal discourse specifically (e.g., Bateman & Wildfeuer,
2014; Magliano et al., 2013)—but to mechanisms of sequence processing more generally
(Christiansen, Conway, & Onnis, 2011). Future research thus should target the degree to
which modalities’ processing may overlap and/or deviate from each other.
These similarities between electrophysiological responses across modalities also raise
questions related to processing involving multimodal interactions. Indeed, while we here
focused on wordless visual narratives, image sequences typically appear in multimodal
relationships, such as combined with written language. ERP research has shown that
visual narratives integrated with text (Manfredi et al., 2017) and paired with auditory
speech/sounds (Manfredi, Cohn, De Ara
ujo Andreoli, & Boggio, 2018) elicit N400s and
late effects with the same time course as in unimodal contexts, consistent with other studies of crossmodal and multimodal processing (Coco, Araujo, & Petersson, 2017; Liu,
Wang, & Jin, 2009; Liu, Wang, Wu, & Meng, 2011; Weissman & Tanner, 2018; Wu &
Coulson, 2005). Such findings support that the N400 reflects semantic activation that is
only semisensitive to modality-specific inputs (as suggested by variance in the scalp distribution of the N400 to different modalities). Subsequent processing (like late positivities
or late negativities) likewise follow a similar time course of processing across modalities.
Such findings imply that multimodal semantic processing follows similar back-end
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processes as unimodal processing, albeit receiving complex front-end stimulation from
multiple sensory inputs (text, images, sounds, etc.). What is more in question is how
these different semantic sources interact with “grammatical” processing, which can
involve complex interactions depending on which modalities do or do not use combinatorial structures (Cohn, 2016b). Further investigation of such multimodal processing is a
logical next step for the PINS Model and its relationship with neurocognitive models of
language and other expressive systems.
5.2. Visual narrative fluency
Finally, though the cognitive mechanisms of access, prediction, and updating should be
universally accessible to comprehenders, visual narratives appear to require more than
just perceptual and event processing. Rather, visual narrative comprehension requires a
“fluency” to be comprehended, which is developed as individuals age, given exposure to
visual narratives. Various healthy populations who lack exposure to visual narratives have
difficulty creating (Wilson, 2016) and comprehending visual narratives (Byram & Garforth, 1980; Fussell & Haaland, 1978; Liddell, 1997; Nu~nez & Cooperrider, 2013). In
these cases, basic meaningful construals between images are not recognized; they do not
connect that characters in one image repeat in subsequent images—a lack of sequential
continuity of referential cohesion. Rather, each image is perceived as an independent
scene. This basic ability to connect images appears to developmentally emerge between
the ages of 4 and 6 (Bornens, 1990; Trabasso & Nickels, 1992), given exposure to visual
narratives (Byram & Garforth, 1980; Fussell & Haaland, 1978; Liddell, 1997; Nu~nez &
Cooperrider, 2013). Subsequent complexity, such as the accurate inference of omitted
information, appears to develop at even later ages (Nakazawa, 2016).
Recent work has also assessed expertise in experiments on visual narrative research
using the Visual Language Fluency Index (VLFI) score. This metric has suggested modulation of sequential image comprehension even between self-described “comic readers.”
VLFI scores reveal that frequency of comic reading/drawing correlates with ERP amplitudes (Cohn & Kutas, 2015; Cohn & Maher, 2015; Cohn et al., 2012), reaction times
(Cohn et al., 2012), self-paced viewing times (Cohn & Maher, 2015; Cohn & Wittenberg,
2015), accuracy detection (Hagmann & Cohn, 2016), and perceived ease of segmentation
(Cohn & Bender, 2017).
Fluency modulation also extends beyond general familiarity with comics and visual
narratives, but to readership of specific types of comics. A recent experiment examined
the processing of Environmental-Conjunction (Fig. 6a), which appears more in Japanese
manga than American comics (Cohn, 2013a, in press). Participants recruited cognitive
resources differently depending on their readership of Japanese manga while growing up
(Cohn & Kutas, 2017): More frequent manga readers showed a greater anterior negativity
and a reduced P600, with the opposite pattern appearing to less frequent manga readers
(Fig. 3b and c). This result points to a fluency not just for visual narratives generally but
also for the particular patterns used in narrative grammars for specific visual languages,
similar to the fluency for specific verbal or signed languages.
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Overall, evidence of fluency for visual narratives contrasts popular assumptions that
sequential image understanding is transparent or developmentally inevitable (McCloud,
1993), or relies solely on basic perceptual or event processing (Berliner & Cohen, 2011;
Radvansky & Zacks, 2014) or general intelligence (Ramos & Die, 1986). Rather, comprehenders must acquire and encode specific knowledge from the visual narratives that they
read, which in turn habituate them to understand sequential images on the basis of these patterns. In turn, familiarity with such patterns modulate the general cognitive processes that
guide their comprehension (i.e., prediction, updating) (Cohn & Kutas, 2017). Thus, the
instantiation of the processing mechanisms outlined in the PINS Model (Fig. 1) may vary
depending on the frequency and type of patterns found in the visual narratives a person
engages. A promising avenue for future research can investigate the degree to which processing a visual narrative is modulated by general fluency and/or specific narrative patterns.

6. Concluding remarks and future directions
To conclude, the PINS Model posits that comprehension of visual narratives negotiates both semantic and narrative processing. Comprehenders access semantic information about objects and events in images. A narrative grammar assigns images
categorical roles and groups them into hierarchic constituents so that semantic information can be organized sequentially and construct a coherent situation model. While the
narrative grammar eventually fades from memory, a situation model shifts from working memory to episodic long-term memory as the meaning of a visual narrative is
retained into the future. In online processing, both semantics and narrative use forwardand backward-looking mechanisms in an iterative cycle of prediction and updating in
the ongoing processing of sequential images. These operations appear to recruit similar
neural mechanisms as language processing and require fluency in both general and
specific visual narrative systems. Such findings point toward domaingeneral mechanisms guiding the comprehension of both verbal and visual languages,
modulated by experience.
Research on visual narrative processing has only been growing with seriousness over
the past decade, and thus affords great potential for future research. The rich complexity
of visual narrative systems transcends simple perceptual or spatial cognition, and studying
such mechanisms can inform fundamental domains of cognition. Given that the ability to
draw is unique to humans—and both single and sequential images are among our oldest
records—perhaps, it is time to embrace the study of these systems within the cognitive
sciences as rigorously as other aspects of human expression.
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